
 

 

 

‘UK’s worst troll’ claimed London school 
was centre of baby-eating satanic cult  
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An “evil” troll who claimed a primary school in Hampstead, north London, was at the centre 
of a satanic cult that cooked babies and ate them has been jailed for nine years. 

Sabine McNeill’s actions forced innocent children to change their names, carry tracking 
devices and practise panic drills, a court heard. 

The 74-year-old, described as one of the UK’s worst trolls, perpetuated “baseless” allegations 
about families whose lives had been “ruined”. 

Southwark Crown Court heard that McNeill had led a campaign to uncover claims of devil 
worship, child rape and murder at the school, harassing four mothers who now live in fear of 
violent reprisals. 

Judge Sally Cahill, QC told the weeping pensioner: “This case has to be one of the most 
serious cases of stalking and breach of a restraining order that there can be. 
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“The direct consequences of your actions, is that for the four families concerned you have 
ruined all normal family life. 

“The allegations were of murder, cannibalism, satanism and sexual abuse. They could not be 
more serious or vile. 

“The children's lives have been blighted forever. In my judgment you are an arrogant, 
malicious, evil and manipulative woman.” 

Material relating to two children who claimed that they had been abused by paedophiles and 
were part of a satanic cult was "published and re-published widely" on the internet, the court 
heard. 

When police investigated, they concluded that the claims were “utter nonsense” and that the 
children, aged eight and nine, had been tortured into concocting accounts of “horrific events" 
by their mother and her partner. 

Photographs, film clips and personal information relating to both children were uploaded 
online and viewed by more than four million people, causing them “incalculable” harm as 
campaigners sought to expose the non-existent cult. 

The father of the two children was falsely accused of being the leader of the cult, whose 
members were said to include a school head, a teacher, priest, social workers and police. 

The judge criticised those who had republished and circulated the claims “with flagrant 
disregard” for the welfare of the children,” irrespective of whether or not they were true. 

McNeill, from Camden, north London, was convicted of four counts of harassment and six 
counts of breaching a restraining order. 

Miranda Moore, prosecuting, had told the jury she was “an online troll of the worst kind, 
making the lives of innocent families a misery”. 
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